THE RISE OF HXM

DRIVING
CHANGE
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DELIVERING A BETTER EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE
Human Experience Management
(HXM) is fundamentally about
capturing, evaluating, and
acting on employee experiences
and empowering people—
the very things that can be a
deciding factor in the extent
to which employees choose
to unleash their discretionary
energy and drive organizational
performance.
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While platforms are enablers
for gathering this feedback,
what emerges is not only the
intelligence derived from it
but the ability to connect this
intelligence to factors around
human motivation, awareness,
consciousness, and leadership
behaviors. It is this connection
that confers true insights and
enables organizations to make
intrinsically better decisions that
accelerate business and financial
performance.

And this is why the Employee
Experience (EX) is so important.
Put simply, EX is more than the
core guiding principle behind
HXM—it is also the means
through which organizations can
deliver it.
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MIND THE EXPERIENCE GAP
Our research shows that there are definite gaps in the employee experience—particularly when
employee and C-suite perceptions are compared side by side.

of HR professionals
feel their company is
customer focused

76%

of white-collar employees
think feedback helps
performance

63%

90%

of C-suite executives rate
their company as a great
place to work
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49%

55%

49%

70%

of employees feel the
same

of sales professionals feel the
same

of blue-collar employees feel
the same

EXPERIENCE GAPS

84%

of C-suite executives feel
fairly paid

of their employees agree
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EVOLVE HOW YOU LISTEN

Traditional
Reactive—complex and slow
survey programs

Top-down—focused on scores and
driving top-down actions rather
gaining insights

Disconnected—no links between
survey actions and business strategy
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Modern
Proactive—giving employees
opportunities for more frequent
feedback

Insightful—predictive analytics with
access to real-time data

Action-oriented—connected
to business strategy to drive
performance
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THE POWER OF THREE
The combined power of Korn Ferry, SAP® Qualtrics®, and SAP® SuccessFactors®
gives organizations an unparalleled combination to propel your employee
experience and HXM strategy to a new level through:

 Science and expertise to take you beyond the obvious
 Best practices–driven surveys, analytics, and insights in real time
 Flexibility to build in and shape your program at the right pace
 Scale and agility for rapid deployment to accelerate your next program
 Strategic talent solutions so you can act on the feedback you collect

Human Experience Management
enables companies to look
beyond the ‘what’ of talent
management—such as turnover
and employee absences—and
understand the reasons ‘why’
employees may lack engagement
or experience poor productivity.
Through this alliance, we are able
to combine leading solutions and
technology from Qualtrics and
SAP SuccessFactors with Korn
Ferry’s intellectual property and
end-to-end talent solutions that
drive individual and organizational
performance."
Byrne Mulrooney, Korn Ferry CEO,
Professional Search, RPO, and Products
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EMPLOYEE EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
Critical success factors
Clarity
Defining how your
listening program
supports your enterprise
and talent strategy and
the business outcomes it
will achieve.
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Commitment
Building agreement
and consensus on the
purpose and objectives
of your listening
strategy and the roles
that leaders and other
stakeholders will play.

Content
Designing the right
measurement tools
and feedback systems
to drive positive
and sustainable
organizational change.

Cadence
Setting a fit-for-purpose
survey program
schedule that fits with
your organization’s
culture and capacity to
act on feedback.

Control
Setting the right
governance
arrangements to
appropriately reflect the
need for centralization
and control.
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BUILD AN EX PROGRAM THAT CLOSES KEY
EXPERIENCE GAPS
Organizations are often tempted to skip the up-front planning and design groundwork when developing
employee experience programs.
This is a mistake. Without a well-designed listening strategy, organizations quite often misunderstand what
the underlying issues really are. As a result, they compromise the effectiveness of their employee experience
program.
Similarly, many organizations believe that listening to employees is the end of the story. In fact, it’s just the
beginning. It’s not enough to identify the experience gaps: you need to then understand these gaps and act to
close them to achieve impact.

Strategize

Activate

01

02

PLAN

DESIGN

03
LISTEN

Deploy listening tools
through range of channels

EX purpose,
principles and
governance
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Select program
elements

05

04

ACT

UNDERSTAND

Disciplined action, comms,
and progress checks

Develop insights aligned
with strategic priorities
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OPERATING
MODEL

PLAN
Define your Employee Experience (EX) journey
It is critical to understand your organization’s unique attributes, since these are key inputs for
your listening strategy. You need to understand how:

LISTENING PROGRAM
MATURITY

 Your operating model informs your team structure
 Your listening program’s maturity shapes its scope
 Your organization’s mix of jobs, work environments, and locations impacts your program

content and approach.
 Your company culture influences your action planning strategy

EMPLOYEE PROFILE
MIX

COMPANY CULTURE
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DESIGN
Key elements for experience program design
 Program governance

 Communications and change management

 Listening cadence

 Technical requirements

 Survey design

 Manager enablement

 Dashboards and reporting

 Insight linking experience analytics to operational data

Employer brand
and company
reputation

International
and internal
transfers

First month in
job

Candidate
experience
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First three
months in job

Return to
work/work
anniversary

Internal mobility

Alumni surveys

Exit surveys
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LISTEN
We help you get high response rates without pressuring employees
Focus on
confidentiality and
security

Reach remote
workers

Reach your
employees
wherever they are
We’re proud of the
response rates our
clients achieve

Effective
communication of
response rates

83%
Average response rate
across all client surveys

User friendly and
efficient survey
design

Reach workers
without easy
computer access

A clear
commitment to
follow-up and
action

85%
Average response rate
across high-performing
companies
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The importance
of feedback
loops

UNDERSTAND
Establishing benchmarks
Korn Ferry provides access to the world’s most complete database of employee
experience and organizational culture so you can explore your results with context,
helping you compare the experience you are creating to those of your competitors
and the market.

Leaders should never
stop at the “listen”
step, as this can risk
demotivating employees
and will jeopardize
future listening
attempts. We help you
gain insights and provide
feedback for all your
stakeholders:
 Employee-focused

200+

21m+

78

25

62

Survey questions
tracked

Surveys
administered

Countries

Functions

Demographics

infographics to aid
follow-up across the
enterprise
 Manager dashboards

with real-time feedback
 Leader deep dives to

identify best practices
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ACT
Korn Ferry, along with SAP Qualtrics and SAP SuccessFactors, is uniquely positioned to help organizations act on the results of
their survey.
Together, we provide the combination of strategy, insights, and technology that organizations need to engage and their
employees—and to act on what employees are telling them.

SAP QUALTRICS
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SAP SUCCESSFACTORS
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BRINGING HXM TO LIFE
An integrated employee experience program addresses all the critical touch points in your organization
strategy. As one example, we’ve illustrated here how enabling and executing on HXM will help you build an
inclusive organization.

Plan
Chart your path based
on your organization’s
cultural landscape

Design
Assess your
organization using Korn
Ferry’s proprietary
Diversity & Inclusion
listening framework

Listen
Gather feedback
through pulse surveys,
exit interviews, and
leaver analytics

Understand
Identify critical
experience gaps and
pinpoint root causes
Uncover demographic
variances using robust
benchmarks.

Act
Deploy solutions to
address:
 Vision, accountability,
and role modeling
 Equitable reward
programs
 Inclusive mindsets, skill
sets, and relationships
 Culture change
supported by feedback
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CHANGE REQUIRES ACTION
The most successful organizations now recognize that the employee experience is more than simply a survey. Without a robust employee
experience program, organizations are going to be limited to the changes they can drive. In this context, listening is a means to an end—
and informs the changes required in order to ensure success.

PLAN

Through our employee experience programs, we help you:
ACT

DESIGN

 Give your employees a voice
 Enable your managers to have more meaningful
dialogue with their teams based on real-time feedback
 Provide your leaders with the key insights they need to
prioritize strategic talent investments
UNDERSTAND
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LISTEN
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WE CAN HELP
We help organizations design and
implement innovative EX programs that
drive alignment and change.

SCIENCE

SCOPE

SCALE

More than 250 dedicated
survey research professionals
globally

Unrivaled database of external
normative benchmarks

Extensive advisory services to
support action and change

Best-in-class digital survey
tools for data collection and
self-service reporting

Over 40 years of survey
research experience and client
partnerships

Analytical services to link
survey results with real-world
performance metrics

Talk to an expert at kornferry.com/listen
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